Biography Of Margaret
Thatcher
Getting the books Biography Of Margaret Thatcher now is not
type of challenging means. You could not lonely going later books
growth or library or borrowing from your associates to open
them. This is an agreed easy means to specifically get lead by online. This online revelation Biography Of Margaret Thatcher can
be one of the options to accompany you considering having extra
time.
It will not waste your time. recognize me, the e-book will
completely flavor you other situation to read. Just invest little
grow old to log on this on-line pronouncement Biography Of
Margaret Thatcher as without difficulty as evaluation them
wherever you are now.

Margaret Thatcher - Charles
Moore 2016
"With unequaled authority and
dramatic detail, the first
volume of Charles Moore's
authorized biography of
Margaret Thatcher reveals as
never before the early life, rise
to power, and first years as
prime minister of the woman
who transformed Britain and
the world in the late twentieth
century, "--NoveList.
biography-of-margaret-thatcher

Margaret Thatcher - David
Cannadine 2017
This concise, lively, and
authoritative biography
examines the life of Margaret
Thatcher and sets it in the
context of recent British
history. Written by leading
international historian David
Cannadine, it covers her early
life, political career, life after
politics, impact, and legacy.
Thatcher - Graham Goodlad
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2015-12-14
Thatcher provides an
accessible and scholarly
introduction to the personality
and career of Britain’s first
female political leader and the
twentieth century’s longest
serving Prime Minister.
Providing a balanced narrative
and assessment of one of the
most significant figures of the
post-war era, this new
biography examines the
reasons why Margaret
Thatcher has been admired by
many as an architect of
national revival, yet loathed by
others as the author of
widening social and
geographical division. The book
begins by examining the
making of Margaret Thatcher,
her education, the beginning of
her political career and her rise
through the Conservative Party
to her appointment as
unexpected leader. Moving on
to her tenure as Prime
Minister, Graham Goodlad then
examines her impact at home
and abroad, covering her
controversial economic policies
and hard line with the trade
unions, leadership through the
biography-of-margaret-thatcher

Falklands conflict and during
the last decade of the Cold
War, and influence on Britain’s
relationship with a more
closely integrated Europe.
Finally, the biography closes
with a review of Thatcher’s
legacy before and after her
death in April 2013, and
considers how far she shaped
the politics and society of the
1980s and those of our own
time. Thatcher is essential
reading for all students of
twentieth-century history and
politics.
Madam Prime Minister - Libby
Hughes 2000-11-01
Margaret Thatcher was a
strong-willed child and an ironwilled leader. Whatever she
achieved was through hard
work. This biography takes the
reader through her youthful
years into politics, marriage,
law, children, and eventually to
eleven years as Britain's prime
minister.
The Path to Power - Margaret
Thatcher 2011-01-04
In her international bestseller,
The Downing Street Years,
Margaret Thatcher provided an
acclaimed account of her years
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as Prime Minister. This second
volume reflects on the early
years of her life and how they
influenced her political career.
The Autobiography Margaret Thatcher 2013
A newly edited, single-volume
commemorative edition of 'The
Path to Power' and 'Downing
Street Years'; this is Margaret
Thatcher in her own words.
Margaret Thatcher was the
towering figure of latetwentieth-century British
politics. Now following her
death in 2013, this is her
account of her remarkable life.
Beginning with her upbringing
in Grantham, she goes on to
describe her entry into
Parliament. Rising through the
ranks of this man's world, she
led the Conservative Party to
victory in 1979, becoming
Britain's first woman prime
minister. Offering a riveting
firsthand version of the critical
moments of her premiership the Falklands War, the miners'
strike, the Brighton bomb and
her unprecedented three
election victories, the book
reaches a gripping climax with
an hour-by-hour description of
biography-of-margaret-thatcher

her dramatic final days in 10
Downing Street. Margaret
Thatcher's frank and
compelling autobiography
stands as a powerful testament
to her influential legacy.
Margaret Thatcher: At Her
Zenith - Charles Moore
2016-12-13
"One of the masterpieces of
British political history” (The
New York Times) boasts
unprecedented access to
Thatcher colleagues, friends,
family, and all her government
and private papers, and offers
a groudbreaking and essential
portrait of a titanic figure, with
all her capabilities and flaw,
during the years of her
greatest power. In June 1983
Margaret Thatcher won the
biggest increase in a
government’s parliamentary
majority in British electoral
history and proceeded to
transform relations with
Europe, prioritize British
industry, and reinvigorate the
economy. For the only time
since Churchill, Britain had a
central place in dealings
between the superpowers. But
even at her zenith, Thatcher
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was best by difficulties. She
regularly faced calls for
resignation, grew isolated in
her own government, butted
heads with the Queen, bullied
her senior colleagues, and was
deceived by her closest ally,
Ronald Reagan, during the U.S.
invasion of Grenada. Thatcher
storms from these pages as
from no other book.
Margaret Thatcher (Volume 2)
- Charles Moore 2016-11-22
The sensational second volume
of Charles Moore's bestselling
authorized biography of the
Iron Lady In June 1983
Margaret Thatcher won the
biggest increase in a
government's Parliamentary
majority in British electoral
history. Over the next four
years, as Charles Moore relates
in this central volume of his
uniquely authoritative
biography, Britain's first
woman prime minister changed
the course of her country's
history and that of the world,
often by sheer force of will. The
book reveals as never before
how she faced down the
Miners' Strike, transformed
relations with Europe,
biography-of-margaret-thatcher

privatized the commanding
heights of British industry and
continued the reinvigoration of
the British economy. It
describes her role on the world
stage with dramatic
immediacy, identifying Mikhail
Gorbachev as 'a man to do
business with' before he
became leader of the Soviet
Union, and then persistently
pushing him and Ronald
Reagan, her great ideological
soulmate, to order world affairs
according to her vision. For the
only time since Churchill, she
ensured that Britain had a
central place in dealings
between the superpowers. But
even at her zenith she was
beset by difficulties. The
beloved Reagan two-timed her
during the US invasion of
Grenada. She lost the minister
to whom she was personally
closest to scandal and almost
had to resign as a result of the
Westland affair. She found
herself isolated within her own
government over Europe. She
was at odds with the Queen
over the Commonwealth and
South Africa. She bullied senior
colleagues and she set in
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motion the poll tax. Both these
last would later return to
wound her, fatally. In all this,
Charles Moore has had
unprecedented access to all
Mrs Thatcher's private and
government papers. The
participants in the events
described have been so frank
in interview that we feel we are
eavesdropping on their
conversations as they pass. We
look over Mrs Thatcher's
shoulder as she vigorously
annotates documents, so
seeing her views on many
particular issues in detail, and
we understand for the first
time how closely she relied on
a handful of trusted advisors to
help shape her views and carry
out her will. We see her as a
public performer, an often
anxious mother, a workaholic
and the first woman in western
democratic history who truly
came to dominate her country
in her time. In the early hours
of 12 October 1984, during the
Conservative party conference
in Brighton, the IRA attempted
to assassinate her. She carried
on within hours to give her
leader's speech at the
biography-of-margaret-thatcher

conference (and later went on
to sign the Anglo-Irish
agreement). One of her many
left-wing critics, watching her
that day, said 'I don't approve
of her as Prime Minister, but
by God she's a great tank
commander.' This titanic
figure, with all her capacities
and all her flaws, storms from
these pages as from no other
book.
Not for Turning: The Life of
Margaret Thatcher - Robin
Harris 2013-09-24
Margaret Thatcher is one of
the most significant political
figures of the twentieth
century—a Prime Minister
whose impact on modern
English history is comparable
only to Winston Churchill's.
Like them or not, her radical
policies made Britain the
country it is today. And like her
or not, Margaret Thatcher's
legacy remains a massive
political force, responsible for
laying the groundwork for New
Labour, Tony Blair, and David
Cameron, and for England's
strong political allegiance to
the United States throughout
the Cold War. Now Robin
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Harris, for many years Mrs.
Thatcher's speechwriter, close
adviser, and the draftsman of
both volumes of her
autobiography, has written the
definitive book about this
indomitable English woman. In
this international bestseller, he
tells the compelling story of
her life, from humble
beginnings above her father's
grocery store in Grantham, her
early days as one of the first
women in Westminster (she
became known as "Thatcher
Milk Snatcher" during her time
in the Ministry of Education),
and then on to her
groundbreaking career as
Prime Minister (by which time
her reputation already
demanded a more powerful
epithet: "Iron Lady"). We follow
Thatcher through hard-fought
political battles and experience
with her the tribulations of the
English miners' strike and the
Falklands War, of her
sometimes troubled friendship
with Ronald Reagan, and their
shared staunch opposition to
Communism. We learn of the
political intrigue behind the
scenes at Ten Downing Street.
biography-of-margaret-thatcher

And how during one of the
darkest hours of her
premiership she refused to
alter course and, adapting the
words of an English play,
declared to her enemies, inside
and outside the Government,
"You turn if you want to. The
Lady's Not for Turning,"
summing up for admirers and
detractors alike the defiance
and consistency of Mrs.
Thatcher's approach.
Throughout Not for Turning we
sense the passionate intellect
which fuelled her ambitions,
drove her into and out of one of
the highest offices in the
English-speaking world, and
has established a unique
political legacy that continues
even after her death... Not for
Turning is an unforgettable
portrait of Britain's first female
Prime Minister, written by one
of her most trusted advisers,
and a fitting tribute to an
extraordinary politician and
leader.
One of Us - Hugo Young 1990
Margaret Thatcher - John
Campbell 2007
This first volume in a biography
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of Margaret Thatcher explores
her early life, re-examining the
mythology and suggesting a
more complex reality behind
the idealised pictures
previously presented.
Iron Lady - John Campbell
2008
Drawing on memoirs and
diaries of her colleagues, aides,
advisers and rivals as well as
original material from the
Ronald Reagan archive, this
second volume in a biography
of Margaret Thatcher
chronicles the 11 years of her
momentous premiership.
Statecraft - Margaret
Thatcher 2017-06-29
Lady Thatcher, a unique figure
in global politics, shares her
views about the dangers and
opportunities of the new
millennium.
Margaret Thatcher - Charles
Moore 2020-11-24
The final part of Charles
Moore's bestselling and
definitive biography of Britain's
first female Prime Minister,
'One of the great biographical
achievements of our times'
(Sunday Times) A TIMES,
SUNDAY TIMES, FINANCIAL
biography-of-margaret-thatcher

TIMES, TELEGRAPH, IRISH
TIMES, NEW STATESMAN
AND SPECTATOR BOOK OF
THE YEAR How did Margaret
Thatcher change and divide
Britain? How did her model of
combative female leadership
help shape the way we live
now? How did the woman who
won the Cold War and three
general elections in succession
find herself pushed out by her
own MPs? Charles Moore's full
account, based on unique
access to Margaret Thatcher
herself, her papers and her
closest associates, tells the
story of her last period in
office, her combative
retirement and the controversy
that surrounded her even in
death. It includes the Fall of
the Berlin Wall which she had
fought for and the rise of the
modern EU which she feared.
It lays bare her growing
quarrels with colleagues and
reveals the truth about her
political assassination. Moore's
three-part biography of
Britain's most important
peacetime prime minister
paints an intimate political and
personal portrait of the
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victories and defeats, the iron
will but surprising vulnerability
of the woman who dominated
in an age of male power. This is
the full, enthralling story.
Margaret Thatcher - John
Blundell 2008
Margaret Thatcher - Margaret
Thatcher 2013-04-09
Margaret Thatcher is the epic
and revealing autobiography of
Britain’s extraordinary former
Prime Minister, the first
woman in history to lead a
major western democracy.
Originally published in two
volumes—The Path to Power
and The Downing Street
Years—Margaret Thatcher is
the first collected omnibus
edition of this towering
political figure’s remarkable
personal history.
Downing Street Years Margaret Thatcher 2011-01-04
This first volume of Margaret
Thatcher's memoirs
encompasses the whole of her
time as Prime Minister - the
formation of her goals in the
early 1980s, the Falklands, the
General Election victories of
1983 and 1987 and, eventually,
biography-of-margaret-thatcher

the circumstances of her fall
from political power. She also
gives frank accounts of her
dealings with foreign
statesmen and her own
ministers.
Margaret Thatcher - Russell
Lewis 1984
"Margaret Hilda Thatcher,
Baroness Thatcher, LG, OM,
PC, FRS, née Roberts (born 13
October 1925) is a British
politician, the longest-serving
(1979?1990) Prime Minister of
the United Kingdom of the 20th
century, and the only woman
ever to have held the post. A
Soviet journalist called her the
"Iron Lady", a nickname which
became associated with her
uncompromising politics and
leadership style. As Prime
Minister, she implemented
Conservative policies that have
come to be known as
Thatcherism."--Wikipedia.
Margaret Thatcher: Herself
Alone - Charles Moore
2019-11-12
The masterful and definitive
biography of Britain's first
female prime minister reaches
its climax with the story of her
zenith and her fall, and
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“reveals a complex figure who
had a lasting and lastingly
controversial impact on her
country and on history" (The
New York Times Book Review).
How did Margaret Thatcher
change and divide Britain?
How did her model of
combative female leadership
help shape the way we live
now? How did the woman who
won the Cold War and three
general elections in succession
find herself pushed out by her
own MPs? Charles Moore's full
account, based on unique
access to Margaret Thatcher
herself, her papers, and her
closest associates, tells the
story of her last period in
office, her combative
retirement, and the
controversy that surrounded
her even in death. It includes
the fall of the Berlin Wall,
which she had fought for, and
the rise of the modern EU that
she feared. It lays bare her
growing quarrels with
colleagues and reveals the
truth about her political
assassination. Moore's threepart biography of Britain's
most important peacetime
biography-of-margaret-thatcher

prime minister paints an
intimate political and personal
portrait of the victories and
defeats, the iron will but
surprising vulnerability of the
woman who dominated in an
age of male power. This is the
full, enthralling story.
The Iron Lady - Hugo Young
1989
Traces the life of Britain's
controversial prime minister,
explains how she became
involved in politics, and looks
at the accomplishments of her
administration
Margaret, Daughter of
Beatrice - Leo Abse 1989
Margaret Thatcher: A
Margaret Thatcher Biography Michael Woodford 2019-02-21
MARGARET THATCHER: A
Margaret Thatcher
BiographyOne of the most
famous figures in world history
was a grocer's daughter who
clawed her way to the top of
her country's political
hierarchy. At a time when
women had defined roles in
society and had to grapple with
barriers and glass ceilings
because of their sex, ambitious
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and fiery Margaret Hilda
Roberts - later, Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher - somehow
became (for all of its good and
bad) the groundbreaking,
trailblazing "Iron Lady." She
did not consider her
background or her sex to be a
weakness. In fact, she
transformed them into a unique
proposition. She transformed
them into strengths on her way
to becoming Europe's first
female Prime Minister. They
became part of her brand and
iconography, and she sold the
sometimes bitter pill of her
tough politics with her
characteristics. This is her
story...
The Commanding Heights Daniel Yergin 2008-12-26
The most powerful force in the
world economy today is the
redefinition of the relationship
between state and marketplace
- a process that goes by the
name of privatization though
this term is inadequate to
express its far-reaching
changes. We are moving from
an era in which governments
sought to seize and control the
'commanding heights' of the
biography-of-margaret-thatcher

economy to an era in which the
idea of free markets is
capturing the commanding
heights of world economic
thinking. Basic views of how
society ought to be organized
are undergoing rapid change,
trillions of dollars are changing
hands and so is fundamental
political power. Great new
wealth is being created - as are
huge opportunities and huge
risks. Taking a worldwide
perspective, including Britain,
where the process began with
Mrs Thatcher, Europe and the
former USSR, China, Latin
America and the US, THE
COMMANDING HEIGHTS
shows how a revolution in
ideas is transforming the world
economy - why it is happening,
how it can go wrong and what
it will mean for the global
economy going into the twentyfirst century.
Margaret Thatcher
Biography - Feather Press
2021-10-17
Translation of: Interview with
the vampire.
The Iron Lady - John Campbell
2011-10-25
The Iron Lady, the definitive
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Margaret Thatcher biography,
is available just in time for the
movie starring Meryl Streep as
one of the most infamous
figures in postwar politics.
Whether you love her or hate
her, Margaret Thatcher's
impact on twentieth-century
history is undeniable. From her
humble, small-town upbringing
to her rise to power as the
United Kingdom's first female
prime minister, to her dramatic
fall from grace after more than
three decades of service,
celebrated biographer John
Campbell delves into the story
of this fascinating woman's life
as no one has before. The
result of more than nine years
of meticulous research, The
Iron Lady is the only balanced,
unvarnished portrait of
Margaret Thatcher, one of the
most vital and controversial
political figures of our time.
The British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher - Doug
West 2016-12-21
Margaret Thatcher was a
British stateswoman and the
first female Prime Minister of
the United Kingdom. From
1975 to 1990, she was the
biography-of-margaret-thatcher

Leader of the Conservative
Party. She was elected Prime
Minister three times and
served for 11 years, longer
than any other British prime
minister of the 20th century.
Her political views, based on
loose economics and individual
self-realization, along with her
policies, were referred to as
Thatcherism, which for
decades remained an
influential political concept in
the United Kingdom.
Thatcherism was also used to
describe Thatcher's ethical
principles and personal style,
including such aspects as
nationalism, individualism, or
the refusal to compromise on
the pursuit of certain political
goals. This short book covers
Margaret Thatcher's life in
enough detail for the reader to
learn about this amazing
woman without having to read
a large-volume biography.
A Swim-on Part in the
Goldfish Bowl - Carol
Thatcher 2013-03-28
Carol Thatcher has one of the
most famous surnames in the
world. The daughter of former
Prime Minister Baroness
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Thatcher, Carol is a national
treasure with a unique story to
tell. Her remarkable mixture of
bravery, honesty and humour
won her a place in the nation's
hearts on ITV's I'm a Celebrity,
Get Me Out of Here...! when
millions of viewers voted her
the second 'Queen of the
Jungle'. In this candid memoir,
she tells us about what it was
like to grow up as the 'Milk
Snatcher's' daughter, sister of
the infamous Mark, living a life
she describes as a 'swim-on
part in the goldfish bowl'. Her
tales of behind-the-scenes at
Number 10, her extraordinary
travels, and dinners with world
leaders, are both rivetingly
funny and refreshingly
revealing. This Ebook does not
contain pictures.
Margaret Thatcher - Jonathan
Aitken 2013-10-14
As Britain's first woman Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher
brought about the biggest
social and political revolution
in the nation's post-war history.
She achieved this largely by
the driving force of her
personality – a subject of
endless speculation among
biography-of-margaret-thatcher

both her friends and her foes.
Jonathan Aitken has an
insider's view of Margaret
Thatcher's story. He is well
qualified to explore her strong
and sometimes difficult
personality during half a
century of political dramas.
From first meeting her when
she was a junior shadow
minister in the mid 1960s,
during her time as leader of
the Opposition when he was a
close family friend, and as a
Member of Parliament
throughout her years in power,
Aitken had a ring side seat at
many private and public
spectacles in the Margaret
Thatcher saga. From his
unique vantage point, Aitken
brings new light to many
crucial episodes of
Thatcherism. They include her
ousting of Ted Heath, her
battles with her Cabinet, the
Falklands War, the Miners'
Strike, her relationships with
world leaders such as Ronald
Reagan, Mikhail Gorbachev
and King Fahd of Saudi Arabia
and the build up to the
Shakespearian coup inside the
Conservative Party which
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brought about her downfall.
Drawing on his own diaries,
and a wealth of extensive
research including some ninety
interviews which range from
international statesmen like
Mikhail Gorbachev, Henry
Kissinger and Lord Carrington
to many of her No.10 private
secretaries and personal
friends, Jonathan Aitken's
Margaret Thatcher – Power
and Personality breaks new
ground as a fresh and
fascinating portrait of the most
influential political leader of
post-war Britain.
There Is No Alternative Claire Berlinski 2011-11-08
Great Britain in the 1970s
appeared to be in terminal
decline—ungovernable, an
economic train wreck, and
rapidly headed for global
irrelevance. Three decades
later, it is the richest and most
influential country in Europe,
and Margaret Thatcher is the
reason. The preternaturally
determined Thatcher rose from
nothing, seized control of
Britain’s Conservative party,
and took a sledgehammer to
the nation’s postwar socialist
biography-of-margaret-thatcher

consensus. She proved that
socialism could be reversed,
inspiring a global free-market
revolution. Simultaneously
exploiting every politically
useful aspect of her femininity
and defying every conventional
expectation of women in
power, Thatcher crushed her
enemies with a calculated
ruthlessness that stunned the
British public and without
doubt caused immense
collateral damage. Ultimately,
however, Claire Berlinski
agrees with Thatcher: There
was no alternative. Berlinski
explains what Thatcher did,
why it matters, and how she
got away with it in this vivid
and immensely readable
portrait of one of the towering
figures of the twentieth
century.
Not for Turning - Robin Harris
2014-04-10
"First published in Great
Britain by Bantam Press, an
imprint of Transworld
Publishers"--T.p. verso
Margaret Thatcher: The
Authorized Biography - Charles
Moore 2015-04-28
With unequaled authority and
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dramatic detail, the first
volume of Charles Moore's
authorized biography of
Margaret Thatcher reveals as
never before the early life, rise
to power, and initial period as
prime minister of the woman
who transformed Britain and
the world in the late twentieth
century. Moore illuminates
Thatcher's youth--her
relationship with her parents
and early romantic
attachments, including her
courtship and marriage to
Denis Thatcher--moving
forward to the determination
and boldness that marked even
the very beginning of her
political career. His account of
her political relationship with
Ronald Reagan is riveting.
Throughout Moore explores in
compelling detail the obstacles
and indignities that Thatcher
encountered as a woman in
what was still overwhelmingly
a man's world. A clear-eyed,
fair account, conveying
Thatcher's remarkable talents
and sometimes infuriating
qualities, Moore's portrait
enlivens the woman who was
prime minister for more than a
biography-of-margaret-thatcher

decade (1979-1990), recreating the circumstances and
experiences that shaped one of
the most significant world
leaders of the postwar era.
Margaret Thatcher - Charles
Moore 2022-02-22
The final part of Charles
Moore's bestselling and
definitive biography of Britain's
first female Prime Minister,
'One of the great biographical
achievements of our times'
(Sunday Times) A TIMES,
SUNDAY TIMES, FINANCIAL
TIMES, TELEGRAPH, IRISH
TIMES, NEW STATESMAN
AND SPECTATOR BOOK OF
THE YEAR How did Margaret
Thatcher change and divide
Britain? How did her model of
combative female leadership
help shape the way we live
now? How did the woman who
won the Cold War and three
general elections in succession
find herself pushed out by her
own MPs? Charles Moore's full
account, based on unique
access to Margaret Thatcher
herself, her papers and her
closest associates, tells the
story of her last period in
office, her combative
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retirement and the controversy
that surrounded her even in
death. It includes the Fall of
the Berlin Wall which she had
fought for and the rise of the
modern EU which she feared.
It lays bare her growing
quarrels with colleagues and
reveals the truth about her
political assassination. Moore's
three-part biography of
Britain's most important
peacetime prime minister
paints an intimate political and
personal portrait of the
victories and defeats, the iron
will but surprising vulnerability
of the woman who dominated
in an age of male power. This is
the full, enthralling story.
Margaret Thatcher - Charles
Moore 2014-07-01
Not For Turning is the first
volume of Charles Moore's
authorized biography of
Margaret Thatcher, the longest
serving Prime Minister of the
twentieth century and one of
the most influential political
figures of the postwar era.
Charles Moore's biography of
Margaret Thatcher, published
after her death on 8 April 2013,
immediately supersedes all
biography-of-margaret-thatcher

earlier books written about
her. At the moment when she
becomes a historical figure,
this book also makes her into a
three dimensional one for the
first time. It gives unparalleled
insight into her early life and
formation, especially through
her extensive correspondence
with her sister, which Moore is
the first author to draw on. It
recreates brilliantly the
atmosphere of British politics
as she was making her way,
and takes her up to what was
arguably the zenith of her
power, victory in the Falklands.
(This volume ends with the
Falklands Dinner in Downing
Street in November 1982.)
Moore is clearly an admirer of
his subject, but he does not shy
away from criticising her or
identifying weaknesses and
mistakes where he feels it is
justified. Based on unrestricted
access to all Lady Thatcher's
papers, unpublished interviews
with her and all her major
colleagues, this is the
indispensable, fully rounded
portrait of a towering figure of
our times.
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Libby Hughes 1989
Examines the childhood,
education, and political career
of the woman who has been
elected prime minister of Great
Britain three times.
People Like Us - Caroline
Slocock 2018-04-19
The first ever female private
secretary to any British Prime
Minister, Caroline Slocock had
a front-row seat for the final
eighteen months of Margaret
Thatcher's premiership. A leftwing feminist, Slocock was no
natural ally and yet she
became fascinated by the
woman behind the Iron Lady
façade and by how she dealt
with a world dominated by
men. As events led inexorably
to Thatcher's downfall, Slocock
observed the vulnerabilities
and contradictions of the
woman considered by many to
be the ultimate anti-feminist,
and witnessed the astonishing
way in which she was brought
down by her closest political
allies. In this vivid first-hand
account, Slocock reflects on
the challenges women still face
in public life and concludes
that it’s time to rewrite how we
biography-of-margaret-thatcher

portray female leaders. A
remarkable political and
personal memoir, People Like
Us charts the dying days of
Thatcher's No. 10 and reflects
on women and power, then and
now.
Margaret Thatcher - Charles
Moore 2019
The third and climactic volume
of Charles Moore's authorized
biography gives the definitive
account of Margaret Thatcher's
third term in office and her life
after it. Three stories run
through the whole book. The
first is Mrs. Thatcher's
dominance of her government
in almost every domestic field,
but also her growing
intolerance of dissent, the
increasing alienation of her
most senior ministers over
Europe and the fatal corrosion
which followed. The second is
her commanding presence on
the world stage, her role in the
ending of the Cold War, her
central position in the response
to the invasion of Kuwait, and
her increasing isolation as
America's priorities in Europe
changed. The third is how she,
a woman, coped and led in
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political worlds almost entirely
occupied by men. Throughout,
we see Mrs. Thatcher's
astonishing capacity to
articulate her principles in the
clearest possible terms and to
fashion policy from them. -From publisher's description.
Ronald Reagan and
Margaret Thatcher - Nicholas
Wapshott 2007-11-08
New details of the remarkable
relationship between two
leaders who teamed up to
change history. It?s well known
that Ronald Reagan and
Margaret Thatcher were close
allies and kindred political
spirits. During their eight
overlapping years as U.S.
president and UK prime
minister, they stood united for
free markets, low taxes, and a
strong defense against
communism. But just how close
they really were will surprise
you. Nicholas Wapshott finds
that the Reagan-Thatcher
relationship was much deeper
than an alliance of mutual
interests. Drawing on extensive
interviews and hundreds of
recently declassified private
letters and telephone calls, he
biography-of-margaret-thatcher

depicts a more complex,
intimate, and occasionally
combative relationship than
has previously been revealed.
Margaret Thatcher: At Her
Zenith - Charles Moore
2016-01-05
In June 1983 Margaret
Thatcher won the biggest
increase in a government’s
parliamentary majority in
British electoral history. Over
the next four years, as Charles
Moore relates in this central
volume of his uniquely
authoritative biography,
Britain’s first woman prime
minister changed the course of
her country’s history and that
of the world, often by sheer
force of will. The book reveals
as never before how Mrs.
Thatcher transformed relations
with Europe, privatized the
commanding heights of British
industry and continued the
reinvigoration of the British
economy. It describes her role
on the world stage with
dramatic immediacy,
identifying Mikhail Gorbachev
as “a man to do business with”
before he became leader of the
Soviet Union, and then
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persistently pushing him and
Ronald Reagan, her great
ideological soul mate, to order
world affairs according to her
vision. For the only time since
Churchill, she ensured that
Britain had a central place in
dealings between the
superpowers. But even at her
zenith she was beset by
difficulties. Reagan would
deceive her during the U.S.
invasion of Grenada. She lost
the minister to whom she was
personally closest to scandal
and faced calls for her
resignation. She found herself
isolated within her own
government. She was at odds
with the Queen over the
Commonwealth and South
Africa. She bullied senior
colleagues and she set in
motion the poll tax. Both these
last would later return to
wound her, fatally. Charles
Moore has had unprecedented
access to all of Mrs. Thatcher’s
private and government
papers. The participants in the
events described have been so
frank in interviews that we feel
we are eavesdropping on their
conversations as they pass. We
biography-of-margaret-thatcher

look over Mrs. Thatcher’s
shoulder as she vigorously
annotates documents and as
she articulates her views in
detail, and we understand for
the first time how closely she
relied on a handful of trusted
advisers to carry out her will.
We see her as a public
performer, an often anxious
mother, a workaholic and the
first woman in Western
democratic history who truly
came to dominate her country
in her time. In the early hours
of October 12, 1984, during the
Conservative party conference
in Brighton, the IRA attempted
to assassinate her. She carried
on within hours to give her
leader’s speech at the
conference. One of her many
left-wing critics, watching her
that day, said, “I don’t approve
of her as Prime Minister, but
by God she’s a great tank
commander.” This titanic
figure, with all her capabilities
and her flaws, storms from
these pages as from no other
book.
Margaret Thatcher Jonathan Aitken 2014-01-01
The Complete Life of Margaret
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Thatcher in One Volume
The Real Iron Lady - Gillian
Shephard 2013-03-18
There are many myths about
Margaret Thatcher's
extraordinary personality and
political career. But what was
it really like to work with her?
In The Real Iron Lady: Working
with Margaret Thatcher,
Gillian Shephard speaks to an
eclectic and distinguished
range of Mrs T.'s former
colleagues; all offer a unique
insight into what the Iron Lady
was really like at close
quarters. Among them are John
Major, Geoffrey Howe, Douglas
Hurd and other Cabinet
colleagues, alongside an
ambassador and senior civil
servants. In addition,
prominent Conservative Party
members, distinguished
journalists and a leading trade
unionist add their views, as
well as MPs, political advisers
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and Downing Street staff. A
French perspective is even
provided by Hubert Védrine,
foreign minister to erstwhile
President François Mitterrand.
Gillian Shephard has laced this
miscellany of recollections of
the Iron Lady with her own
sparkling wit and acerbic
comments - resulting in a
fascinating close-up portrait of
Britain's first woman Prime
Minister. Most importantly, it
is a portrait painted by the
people who were with her
throughout the dramas of her
political career: the Falklands
conflict, the miners' strike, the
Brighton Bomb outrage and,
eventually, her downfall. The
book, with its wealth of
previously unpublished
material, portrays Margaret
Thatcher as a woman of
contrasts: courageous, kind,
ferocious, feminine - and so far,
unsurpassed.
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